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Download The Fast Manager 1.3.8.apk APK BLACK files version 1.3.8 com.xpe.app.quicksettings.manager Size 2302803 md5 is b59bf0cc3dfc8cfecb631 5419c5c2324 Updated in 2015-12-21 By Xperiacle Apps This version needs KitKat 4.4 - 4.4.4 API Level 19 or higher, We Index 7 Version from this
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12-22-12-12-12 Size 21: 2.2.20 MB (2302803 Byte) MD5: b59bf0cc3dfc8cfecb6315419c5c2324 Cpu: Screen: SMALL (Supported Devices) Galaxy Note 5 Galaxy S6 Edge Galaxy S6 Galaxy S5 Note 4 Galaxy Note Galaxy Note 3 and other Samsung Galaxy Galaxy phones or tablets. Have you lost mobile
data switched to the Galaxy S6 Edge? Вы пропустите некоторые переключатели вы привыкли в попытке восстановить настройки для тех, кто, кажется, теряют переключатели на устройстве перезагрузки Скачать 58:E5:9E:D2:21:CE:FF:C1:E3:B8:77:F5:C3:FD:5B:7E:BE:B:F0:CE CN'Android
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Описание Быстрый Менеджер Быстроеpanel является quicksettings, менеджер, инструменты, quickpanel, содержание рейтинг все (PEGI-3). This app is estimated to have 4.1 10 users who use this app. To learn more about the company/developer, visit the Xperiacle Apps website that developed
it. apps com.xpe.app.quicksettings.manager.apk can be downloaded and installed on Android 4.4.x and higher Android devices. The latest version of 1.3.8 is available for download. Download the app using your favorite browser and click Set to install the app. Please note that we provide both basic and
clean APK files and faster download speeds than the APK Mirror. This APK app has been downloaded 24,721 times for storage. You can also download com.xpe.app.quicksettings.manager APK and its with popular Android emulators. (Supported devices) The Galaxy Note 5 Galaxy S6 Edge Galaxy S6
Galaxy S6 Edge Galaxy Note 4 Galaxy Note Galaxy Note 3 and most other Samsung Galaxy phones or tablets. You've lost mobile data to switch to Galaxy S6 S6 Will you miss some of the switches you're used to in your new Galaxy S6? A quick manager makes it easy to add lost or hidden switches to
your Samsung Galaxy phone or tablet, such as Mobile Data, Mobile Hotspots, Multi Window, etc. You can even hide switches that you don't use to reduce clutter on the quick settings panel. This app allows you to switch on the fly without rebooting the device and, above all, without root access. Please
remember, however, that some switches may not appear or work on your device or rum as they may be carrier-specific or specific countries or require some software or hardware dependencies. Please understand such restrictions and don't rate the app badly because of these restrictions. How to use it?
Just switch the appropriate quick settings button you want turned on or off like mobile data, for example. Grey means disabling and Teal color means on - so simple. There is a manual mode where you can edit text that makes up quick settings but is only designed for advanced users who know what they
are doing. App ChangeLog try to restore settings for those who seem to lose switches on the device restart App Screens com-mod-quickpanel-manager-v1-3-8.apkName:afcc4d7f855f0a4c495fe7e4603df52497a7ef76Name:b59bf0cc3dfc8cfecb6315419c5c2324 Apk Scan results apk scanned by
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type:MF:1,RSA:1,1,dex:1,png:54,xml:7 Permits require the following permissions on your android device. android.permission.INTERNET: Allows the app to create network sockets.android.permission.RECEIVE_BOOT_COMPLETED: lets the app start itself as soon as the system finishes downloading. It
may take longer to start your phone and allow the app to slow down the shared phone always running.android.permission.WRITE_EXTERNAL_STORAGE: Allows the app to write in SD card.android.permission.WRITE_SETTINGS: Allows the app to change the data settings Malware can damage your
system's configuration. Full access to the network allows the app to create network outlets and use custom network protocols. The browser and other apps provide the tools to send data to the Internet, so this is permission permission you don't need to send data to the Internet. Running when you start
allowing the app to start working as soon as the system has finished downloading. This can make it take longer to start the phone and allow the app to slow down the shared phone, always working. Changing or deleting the contents of your SD card allows the app to write on an SD card. changing the
system settings allows the app to change the system settings data. Malware can damage your system's configuration. Issuer Certificate:C:US, CN:Android Debugging, O:AndroidCertificate Subject:C:US, CN:Android Debugging, O:Android Activities
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Edge Galaxy S6 Galaxy S6 Edge Galaxy S5 Galaxy Note 4 Galaxy Note Galaxy Note 3 and most other Samsung Galaxy phones or tablets. Have you lost mobile data switched to the Galaxy S6 Edge? Will you miss some of the switches you're used to in your new Galaxy S6? A quick manager makes it
easy to add lost or hidden switches to your Samsung Galaxy phone or tablet, such as Mobile Data, Mobile Hotspots, Multi Window, etc. You can even hide switches that you don't use to reduce clutter on the quick settings panel. This app allows you to switch on the fly without rebooting the device and,
above all, without root access. Please remember, however, that some switches may not appear or work on your device or rum as they may be carrier-specific or specific countries or require some software or hardware dependencies. Please understand such restrictions and don't rate the app badly
because of these restrictions. How to use it? Just switch the appropriate quick settings button you want turned on or off like mobile data, for example. Grey means disabling and Teal color means on - so simple. There is a manual mode where you can edit text that makes up quick settings but is only
designed for advanced users who know what they are doing. Ver m's Fast Manager makes it easy to add a lost switch or hidden in your phone or tablet like Samsung Galaxy Mobile Data, Mobile Hotspot, Multiple Windows and You can even hide a switch you don't use to reduce the clutter on the quick
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Mobile Hotspots, Multi Window, etc. You can even hide switches that you don't use to reduce clutter on the quick settings panel. This app allows you to switch on the fly without rebooting the device and, above all, without root access. Please remember, however, that some switches may not appear or
work on your device or rum as they may be carrier-specific or specific countries or require some software or hardware dependencies. Please understand such restrictions and don't rate the app badly because of these restrictions. How to use it? Just switch the appropriate quick settings button you want
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